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Address Cristaleria Ruvolo 
Estrada Santa Isabel, 7085 - Perobal - 
Itaquaquecetuba- SP - CEP: 08586-260

Country Brazil

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The  Ruvolo Glass Company possesses now 5 brands of products that serve a broad universe of styles, behavior, needs and
desires, both for the consumer and for B2B. Among these brands are:

Cristaleria Ruvolo , with traditional products everyday style Kitchen & Living Room, basic and fashionable styles in a wide and
comprehensive range of products ranging from Boleiras to Jugs, and Decantes the vessels.

Klassikglas with fine products imported from Europe, raw materials of superior quality and differentiated designs, for those
seeking perfection and modernity. They are the highest quality products in design, durability and style Ruvolo Galss Company.

The Beer Glass Company , products for beer lovers. With a specialized line in the brewing culture and the broadest portfolio of
cups, bowls and market mugs atending all types and imagináves styles of beers, The Beer Glass Company stands out as the # 1
beer glasses brand in Brazil, disponiblilizando beautiful printed designs on permits and Master Brewer lines, and wonderful Kits
Promotional products.

Ritzenhoff, German mark, considered the most desired brand of artistic glasses in the world. More than 3000 cups and bowls
made   with the best raw material and currently existing technologies, printed with magnificent arts of today's artists. Prints are
impeccably precise, in a wide range of colors, textures and shapes that make these products collectible items for a lifetime.

Ruvolo Food Services with complete product lines to meet the hotel market, bars, restaurants, nightclubs, coffee shops, pubs,
buffets, hostels and all kinds of trade that require using our products on a large scale.
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